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ABSTRACT

It has been proposed by Anderson that the pairing interaction in

high temperature superconductors La __ Sr CuO and YBa Cu 0 is

magnetic in origin, and the recent discovery of antiferromagnetic

ordering in La2C
uOt+ has been regarded as strong evidence in support of

this so-called resonating-valence-bond (RVB) model. Close examination

of the ordered state of this material reveals that it is an itinerant

antiferromagnet. Accordingly, the superconducting properties must also

be studied usinj' the itinerant model approach, rather than the local

moment model discussed so far in literature- This paper reports an

approximate solution of the itinerant RVB model of superconductivity.

It is shown that superconductivity can take place in a narrow region of

of the parameter space, and that the fluctuating local exchange field

causes the superconducting state to be gapless.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discoveries of superconductivity first above liquid hydrogen

temperature then above liquid nitrogen temperature have made it necessary

to re-evaluate the traditional theory of superconductivity based on the

electron-phonon coupling mechanism.1'2 At present there are many contend-

ing new mechanisms, but none has been thoroughly studied to the point that

definitive experimental tests can be performed. The most intriguing among

these is the resonating-valence~bond model proposed by Anderson.^~5 It

is based on the idea that the Cu ions are magnetic, and the magnetic

moments on neighboring Cu sites tend to be antiferromagnetically aligned

due to the superexchange interaction through the intervening oxygen.^ In

a lattice where every Cu site is occupied by exactly one electron, the

system is expected to be an antiferromagnetic insulator. If the magnetic

ordering is frustrated, due to geometry, low dimensionality, or excess

electrons or holes, pairs of electrons with antiparallel spins may travel

through the lattice. Anderson showed that the many-body wave function of

such a system bears strong resemblance to the BCS wave function for singlet

superconductivity. In contrast to the electron-phonon interaction, which

is only effective over a narrow energy range measured by the phonon bandwidth,

the superexchange interaction takes place over the entire electron bandwidth.

As a result, although the interaction may not be any stronger, the RVB

superconductors are expected to have much higher critical temperatures than

BCS superconductors.
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One consequence of the RVB model is that the stoichioraetric compound

should be antiferromagnetic and insulating, and this has been observed in

La2Cu0lt.
7»8 On the other hand, the ordered moment in the antiferro-

magnetic state is small, about 0.5 Bohr magneton per Cu atom, rather than

one Bohr magneton predicted by the superexchange model. This means that

the magnetic ordering is of the itinerant type, as in chromium and its

alloys.9»10 The purpose of this paper is to examine the RVB model in the

itinerant limit. We first show that the antiferromagnetic alignment between

nearest neighbor moments persists so that singlet pairing is possible. In

case the local moments do not achieve long range order, the paired electrons

are mobile as in ordinary superconductors. At the same time, the local

moments give rise to a strong site dependent de-pairing potential so that

the problem can be mapped onto the magnetic impurity scattering problem of

Abrikosov and Gorkov.11 Therefore, superconductivity exists under rather

precarious conditions, that the magnetic interaction is strong enough to

stabilize Cooper pairs but not strong enough to de-pair completely. This

is possible in a narrow region of the parameter space in which the system

is gapless at all temperatures. We will develop these ideas in the follow-

ing Sections.

II. STRENGTH OF PAIRING INTERACTION

As has been argued by many authors, the superexchange problem can

be mapped onto the one-band Hubbard model without loss of essential

physics.3'12'13 The Hamiltonian of the system has the following

expression:
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H = - t Y V c! c. + U I n..n., , (1)
L L 1 0 1 0 ^ 1 + 1 +
i.j o J i

where i,j are nearest neighbors, c. is the annihilation operator of an

electron of spin a on site i, n. = c. c. is the electron number operator,

t is the hopping integral and U is the Coulomb integral. The underlying

lattice and the number of electrons in the system are the two remaining

parameters. In absence of U the eigenvalues of H are the quasi-particle

energies:

(2)

where y(k) = 2(cosk + cosk + cosk ) for the simple cubic lattice. The

wavevectors k are restricted in the first Brillouin zone. If the system

has one electron per site, the Fermi level is zero. The electron band

extends between +W and -W where W = zt, where z is the number of nearest

neighbors, z = 6 for the sc lattice.

The antiferromagnetic state with non-integral moments is stable when U

is finite. In particular, when the system is in the classical antiferro-

magnetic state, i.e. all nearest neighbors are in antiparallel alignment,

the quasi-particle energies are

where V^ = (l/2)Um, m = ± (<ni+> - <n i +>), and the upper sign holds if i

is a spin-up site and the lower sign holds if i is a spin-down site. This

result is derived from a straightforward application of the Hartree-Fock

approximation. The quasi-particle spectrum has a gap of 2V around the
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Fermi level, so the system is an insulator. The solution of the Hartree-

Fock equation for ra is, in case V « W,

m =

where N(p) is the density of states at the Fermi level given by

N(p) = 0.9/2irt . (5)

The condensation energy of the antiferromagnetic state is calculated from

the difference in energy between the states with m = 0 and that with m in

Eq. (4). The result for the energy per site is, again in the weak coupling

limit,

AE =4" N(u)v2 . (6)
I m

We map the problem onto an Ising model with nearest neighbor interactions

and with local moment equal to m/2 by equating A E with (z/8)Jm2. This

gives

J = 0.9U2/27rzt . (7)

Although derived in the weak interaction limit, numerical analysis shows

that the formula holds well up to U = 2W. Beyond this point the system

enters the local moment regime, and the Anderson formula J = 4t2/U holds-

One can carry out a similar calculation for a linear chain and obtain an

expression for J very similar to Eq• (7) except that z = 2 and the factor

0.9 is absent. The Hartree-Fock energy is numerically very close to the

exact result of Lieb and Wu.ll+ The square lat t ice calculation is more
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difficult because the band density of states is singular in tha middle of

the band. But if the singularity is removed by adding an infinitesimal

next neighbor hopping, a similar calculation can be carried out with

similar results.

III. THE SUPERCONDUCTING STATE

It is necessary for the system to become metallic before it can be

superconducting. In the Hubbard model this can be accomplished by changing

the population away from one electron per site. The phase diagram of this

system has been studied by Liu15 in the Bethe-Peierls approximation, and

the result is shown in Fig. 1.1G The original calculation was done for a

model system with 12 nearest neighbors, but as long as z > 4 the depen-

dence on z is weak. In the lower left corner of the diagram the system

is an enhanced Pauli paramagnet. In the large U limit the system orders

ferroraagnetically. The antiferromagnetic state is found in a narrow

strip near n = 1. The center portion of the diagram marked "spin glass"

is an unusual state in which every site has a local moment but there is

no long range order. There are many ways to interpret this result. The

calculation was done on a Bethe lattice or Cayley tree under the assumption

of equal local moment on every site. When applied to real lattices with

translational symmetry, one may interpret this state as a crude approxi-

mation to a complex and, perhaps, incommensurable spin density wave state

such as what is found in a-Mn.17 In the context of the RVB model, we

propose to interpret it as the spin fluid state in which paired electrons

are mobile. If this is the correct interpretation, we may then expect to

find superconductivity in the spin glass region of the phase diagram.
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Furtherraore, we will show that the local exchange potential has a strong

de-pairing effect such that superconductivity is quenched except in a

narrow region in the lower right corner, for n < 1 and U/W > 1. The

entire phase diagram has the electron-hole symmetry, so there is another

narrow superconducting region for n > 1.

The source of the de-pairing interaction is the Hartree-Fock potential

V in the last Section- The general expression of this site dependent
m

potential is

V. = - V aa. (8)
10 m i

where a is the Pauli operator for the electron and a. is that for the

local moment at site i. At a spin-up site the exchange potential is

attractive for spin-up electrons and repulsive for spin-down electrons.

A.t a spin-down site the potential reverses its sign. In this Section we

will solve the superconductivity problem in ths presence of a lattice of

random local moments. The assumption of random moments simplifies the

mathematics, but is not realistic because in the spin fluid state the

nearest neighbors are highly correlated antiferromagnetically. We will

show from the structure of the theory that the superconducting properties

are determined by a few normal state parameters, and these will be

extracted for the correlated state and used to discuss the superconduc-

tivity of the system.

We will solve the random local exchange potential problem using the

coherent potential approximation (CPA).18 We define the following matrix

Green's function in the superconducting state:
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G(k,t) = - i<T(c (t), c_ At)) (9)

The Green's function in the frequency domain is defined by Fourier trans-

formation:

G(k,«o) = / G(k,t)e1Wtdt . (10)

The components of the G(k,u)) matrix satisfy the following symmetry rela-

tions:

G22(k,oi) = - Gj^(k,

G12(k,u)) = G21 (k,u>; (ID

Without the random potential the inverse of the unperturbed Green's func-

tion has the expression:

-A,

-A,

(12)

- J

where y is the Fermi energy. The off-diagonal elements are, as given

by Fukuyama and Yosida,13 A, = /2 Ay(k) where A satisfies the gap

equation

Y2(k)

1 = Jz
k<k /(ek-u)2 + 2Y

2(k)A2

(13)

k<kp

and y(k) was defined under Eq. (2). The reason for the factor v2 in the

definition of A will be clear shortly. The effects of the random exchange
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potential are represented by a complex coherent potential V(ui) which is

also a matrix with symmetry properties similar to those of the Green's

function:

V22(ai) = - VnC-w) ,

V12(ID) = V21(u)) . (14)

The renormalized Green's function is given by

i)]"1 = [G^Ck^)]" 1 - V(w) . (15)

The potential matrix V(w^, which plays the role of the self-energy matrix

of the quasi-particle, will be determined self-consistently by making a

mean-field approximation on the local scattering matrix. For this purpose

we need the local Green's function

G(u) = / p(ek)G(k1a))dek , (16)

where p(e) is the unperturbed density of states of the electron system.

To carry out the integration in Eq. (16) we need to make some further

approximations. Instead of the actual density of states determined from

the real band energies in Eq. (2), we lose little by using a semicircular

density of states function defined by

(W2 - E 2 ) l / 2 , (17)

where 2W = 2zt is the full width of the band. The energy dependence of

the order parameter A, makes the integration in Eq. (16) unmanageable.
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However, since the scattering involves states throughout the entire band,

it is reasonable to replace A, in the Green's function by its root-mean-

square

[<A2>]1/2 = A . (18)

After this simplification, the Fourier transformation can be carried out

analytically. If we define Vj \ (u>) = V̂ Cto) + Vj(u>) where the two terras

on the right-hand side are respectively odd and even functions of the

energy u, and V12(u>) = V2 j (w) = V2 (u) . Then the local Green's function

has the components

1 A V ?
G12(o>) = G2 1(o)) = — - — - (A+B) , ( 1 9 )

where

- ( A + V 2 ) 2 ] l / 2

A = E + u - Vj - [ ( E - H J - V I ) 2 - W 2 ] l / 2

l / 2B = E - u + V" - [ (En i+V") 2 - W 2 ] l / 2 . ( 2 0 )
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The local scattering matrix depends on the difference between the

local potential and the coherent potential. On a spin-up site this dif-

ference is the matrix - V - V(w) where

m
\

V 0
V = m . (21)
m

The nonzero elements in -V are respectively the c .change potential on
m

a spin-up site for a spin-up electron and a spin-down hole. The scattering

matrix for the Cooper pair at a spin-up site is given by

t( + )(a)) = (-V -V)[1+G(V +V)]"; , (22)
m m

where G stands for the local Green's function in Eq. (19). Similarly, at a

spin-down site the scattering potential is V - V(oi), and the local t matrix

has an expression similar to Eq. (22). The coherent potential V(ti)) is then

determined by the condition that the average t-matrix for spin-up and spin-

down sites, which are equal in number, to be zero,1^ i.e.

+ -| tK J = 0 . (23)

The superconducting properties will be deduced from Uie solution of this

equation.

It takes a great deal of algebra to solve the CPA equation in Eq. (23).

We will summarize the relevant results here and display the algebraic pro-

cedure in an Appendix. In the normal state we set to zero all off-diagonal

elements in Eq. (23) to obtain the equation for the coherent potential v(u)

in the normal state:
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y2 = i v[y + w + v + /(u+u-v)2-W2 ] ,
m I

which reduces to a cubic equation

4(y-tw)v2 - (4V2-W2)v2 - 4V2(M-hi))v + 4V4 = 0 . (24)
m m in

This equation has a pair of complex roots, one of which is v(u).

Furthermore, v(co) is the self energy of an electron in the presence of

the random exchange potential, so its real part v'(u) is an energy

correction, and its imaginary part v"(io) is the inverse life-time. In

the superconducting state the quasi-particle energy is given by

E = ZE0 , (25)

i

where Z is the mass renormalization factor »

Eo = [co2 - A2 (co)] l / 2 , (27)

A(u)/A = a / [a + 2(Z - 1)] , (28)

and

a = 1 - |v(u) |2/V2 . (29)

Let b = 1 - (—)(-r^-) and T = 2v"(ji)/a, we can wri te Eq. (28) as
a oil) \i

A/A(u) = 1 + i r /E 0 , (30)
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where ui = bu, A (to) = bA(u>). This result is identical to the Abrikosov

and Gorkov relation between the gap function and the order parameter for a

superconductor containing magnetic impurities. Thus, the two parameters

b and r, which are calculated in the normal state, determine the supercon-

ducting properties of the system. In the next Section we will determine

these parameters for the highly correlated spin glass state and discuss the

consequences.

IV. SUPERCONDUCTING PARAMETERS IN THE CORRELATED SPIN STATE

We briefly present in this Section how the Bethe-Peierls approximation

is applied to discuss the properties of the Hubbard model in the presence of

short-range order. Details of the mathematical steps are given in Ref.(15).

We denote by r the probability that a nearest neighbor of a site i has its

local moment parallel to that of site i, then r = 1 characterizes the ferro-

magnetic states; r = 0 is the antiferromagnetic state; r = 0.5 is the com-

pletely disordered state; and other values of r give different degrees of

short-range order. Consider a spin-up site. The local Green's function for

an electron in spin-up state is given by

Gi+ (a)) = fa) + Vm + r z t Tl( w) + sztTjCui)]"1 (31)

where s = 1 - r. For a spin-down electron the sign of the V term is
m

reversed and the quantities Tj and T2 interchange their positions. At a

spin-down site, the spin-down electron has the Green's function in Eq. (31),

while the Green's function of a spin-up electron is the same as that of a

spin-down electron on a spin-up site. The functions Tx and T2 satisfy the

equations:
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(w+Vm)T1 = -t - r(z-l)tTi -

(oi-V )T2 = -t -r(z-l)tT2 - sCz-OtTi^ . (32)

By eliminating one of the T's from these equations, we obtain a quartic

equation for the other. In the physically relevant region the equation

has a pair of complex roots, and the one which has the correct analytic

property is used to calculate the Green's functions and local density

of - states:

D (to) = - - Im G (a,) . (33)
a IT a

The Fermi level is determined by the average number of electrons per site:

n = <n,> + <n,> where

T .+

U

n = / D (u)dto . (34)
—CO

The local moment is given by m = |<n > - <n >|, and the exchange potential

is V^ = (l/2)Um. For r = 0.5 the equations for the T's are cubic, and

the method is equivalent to the coherent potential approximation in the

last Section. We also calculate the energy of the state E(r):

V ,
E(r) = / o)[D (uO + D1(a3)]dw + \ U[<n >2 + <n>

2] . (35)
-co

To determine the phase diagram in Fig. 1, we fix n and U and minimize E(r)

with respect to r to determine the most stable type of magnetic order. The

magnetic correlation length is determined by the relation
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L = - l/ln|l-2r| , (36)

where L is measured in terms of lattice distances.

Now we show how the mass renorraalization and linewidth parameters are

extracted from this calculation. As pointed out in the last Section, the

coherent potential is the self energy of the quasi-particle, and in that

calculation the unperturbed electron states are those for a Pauli paramagnet.

Since superconductivity is expected in antiferroraagnetically correlated states,

we choose the reference unperturbed state as the antiferromagnetic state

(r = 0 ) . The electron Green's function of spin a on a spin up site is

G ( + )(u) = 2(z-l)(o)-aV )/{(z-2)(W2-V2) + i z [4(z-l )(a)
2-v2 ) - (a)2-v2 ) 2 ] l /2 } .

a m l m m m '

(37)

On a spin-down si te the sign of V is reversed. It is most convenient

to form the geometric mean of the Green's functions of the two spin states:

2(z-l)/{(z-2)[a)2-v2]l/2 + iz[4(z-l)-a)2+v2]l/2} . (38)
m m '

For r greater than but close to zero, we form the geometric mean G (u) of

the Green's functions in Eq.(31), and equate the result to G[u + v(w)].

This determines the complex self energy v(oi)

v(«o) = u - [£2 + V 2 ] l / 2 , (39)

where

(40)
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The mass renorraali.'-ation factor Z and the linewidth v"(u) can be determined.

This procedure, although ad hoc in nature, gives physically meaningful results

We have also tried different ways to average the Green's functions, but found

very similar results for the self energy. In the following we will discuss

the numerical results in qualitative terms.

In absence of the exchange potential scattering effect we can calculate

the unperturbed order parameter AQ from Eq. (13). After taking the mean-

square average of the function y(k), we can solve for

Ao = 2W exp(- l/N(u)V) (41)

where the interaction strength

v s - 2 w - T * J - f i r ® 2 • (42)

Thus, superconductivity is possible for sufficiently large U. On the other

hand, when 0 increases the linewidth T becomes large very rapidly so that

when r > y AQ the system ceases to be superconducting. The linewidth param-

eter is also sensitive to the electron number n so that when n is sufficiently

different from 1 the range of spin correlation is short and the linewidth is

too large to allow superconductivity. Considering all of these factors, we

find that superconductivity is possible only in a narrow strip shown as the

shaded region in Fig. 1. Under the assumption of equal moments, it is possible

for superconductivity to coexist with antiferroraagnetism as long as n t 1.

In real materials, however, incommensurable spin-density wave tends to occur

under this condition, and the system is likely to be insulating.
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The shaded region has some intriguing physical properties. The ratio

U/W = 1.1-1.2, so that, for W = 1 eV, the unperturbed critical temperature

is of the order 300—600 K. The magnetic scattering will reduce the critical

temperature by a factor of 2 to 3, making the actual critical temperature

less than 300 K. The magnitude of the local moment is 0.4 — 0.5 Bohr

magneton, very close to what is observed in l^CuO^. The range of magnetic

correlation is around 300 lattice distances, which should be larger than

the superconducting pair correlation length. The large scattering line-

width makes the system gapless down to T = 0, and the linear temperature

dependence of the specific heat may support this conclusion.^ Although

the phase space of the superconducting region is very small, its signifi-

cance can not be ignored because it has some realistic physical properties.

Further experiments are needed to verify the validity of the model, espe-

cially neutron scattering measurements of the magnetic correlation length.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1. The phase diagram of the one band Hubbard model. The calculation

was done for z = 6 to simulate- a simple cubic lattice. High

temperature superconductivity is possible in the small shaded

regicn on the right.
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APPENDIX. SOLUTION OF THE CPA EQUATION

This Appendix contains h ighl ights of the mathematical steps which lead

to the solution of the CPA equation in the superconducting s t a t e , Eq. (23) .

Putt ing in the e x p l i c i t form for t in Eq. (22) and a similar equation for

t , we write the equation as:

- _ . 1 i
-(V +V)i l + G(V +V)] + [1 - G(V -V)] (V -V) = 0 . ( A . I )

m m mm

A few simple matrix manipulations reduces the equation to

_ - - l .. , _ - l
G = (V -V) V(V +V)m m

Inversion of both sides gives

G 1 = (V +V)V l(V -V) = V V lV - V.
tn m mm

The inverse of V is straightforward

v * = v -v.

-v,

'2 .T"2

(A. 2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

where |v| = V̂  - v" - V̂  is the determinant of the V matrix- The local

Green's function in Eq. (19) can be inverted with a l i t t l e labor. The

result is
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G"1
22

( A- 5 )

where

A' = E + ]s - v" + [(E + v - v " )
2 - W 2 ] l / 2 ,

B* = E — u + v " + [(E— vi + v'j")2 - W2 ] . (A, 6)

We equate separately first the individual elements and then the odd and

even parts of the diagonal elements of Eq. (A.3) with respect to ID to

obtain three equations :

- ^ (A'+B') =

i- (A'-B1) = - V"(R+1) ,

A+V2

-~- (A'+B1) = V2(R+1) . (A.7)

where the quantity

2 ,2 ,,2 2
R = V / ( V l -V! -V2) . (A. 8)



-23-

Let

= aw ,

A + V2 = BA ,

then

E = [a 2 w 2 -B 2 A 2 ] l / 2 = aE0 ,

Eo = [a)2-A2(w)] l / 2 ,

A(u>) = (6/a)A

A' = aE0 + YU + KaEo+YpO2 - W 2 ] l / 2

1 /?
B' = aE0 - Y + [ (aE-Yy) 2 «2 ]

0 0 0

R = ̂ /[(l-a) u 2 - (1-Y) u2 - (1-8) A2] . (A.10)
m

Since JA(u) | « W, V and y, one makes a very small error by approximating

R by

R = V 2/[(l^) 2 E2 - (1-Y) 2M 21 - (A.ll)

Then, the first two equations in Eq. (A.7) can be solved simultaneously for

A1 and B' to obtain

A' = 2E 0( l^x)( l -R) - 2U(1~Y)U+R)



-24 -

and a s imilar resu l t for B1 . Equating th i s resul t with the def in i t ion of

A' in Eq. (A.10) and simplifying, we obtain the equation

4(y+E0)x3 - (4V2 - W2)x2 - 4v2(y+E0)x + 4V^ = 0 , (A.13)

where the quantity

x = (1 - a)E0 + (1 - Y ) u . (A.14)

Eq. (A.13) is identical to the normal state CPA equation Eq. (24), with x

as the coherent potential and Eo in place of the energy ID measured from

the Fermi level. A similar treatment of the equations for B1 gives

another equation for the quantity

y = (1 - a)EQ - (1 - Y ) W , (A.15)

and this equation has the same form as the normal state CPA equation in

which -y is the coherent potential and -Eg in place of oi. Let the

normal state coherent potential be v(y+to), then

(1 - ct)E0 = j (x + y) = j [v(u + E o) - v(y - Eo )] . (A. 16)

The function v has a real part v' and an imaginary part v". The imaginary

part is an odd function of to due to causality. By expanding v' in the

lowest order of ID , we obtain

- a



-25-

In Eq. (?6) we have identified ex as the mass renorraalization factor Z.

Putting these results into the third equation in Eq. (A.7) allows us to

determine the ratio

^ T ~ ~ o ~ l-R+2cxR * ( A < 1 8 )

The quantity

R = V^/xy s - V^/|v(y)|2 . (A. 19)

A few simple manipulations leads to Eq. (28).
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